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modal verbs (1): will, would, should

,II READING & SPEAKING

a

Look at pieces of advice A and B. With
a partner, decide which one is more
meaningful for you at this point in your life.

b

Now read the book extracts about the
two people who gave the advice in a and
match pieces of advice A and B to the
correct person. Explain how their advice
reflects their life experience.

V vague

language
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The lowliest-looking person is filled with gifts and talents beyond your
imagination. Love such peopie as yourself. Those living on the margins
of society do not need to have their problems solved for them, they
)ust need to be given the opportunity to solve them themselves. And in
doing so, they will often solve the probiems of others.
There will be moments in life when a light may go on, when you think
to yourseif, 'I must do that,' whatever it is. It could be rescuing donkeys
or whatever, and it's not because someone says you should do it, but
because you feel there would be something wrong in the world if you
didn't. If you find that light, acknowledge it. Find other people who
share that passion. Cultivate it. Find that deeper purpose in your life.

If I could tell youjust thing

●●●

Richard Reed, the co-founder of Innocent Drinls, has met many inspiring people during tlre course of his ca1ser.
He asked each of them to share with him some of their hard-earned wisdom and insights hto Iife, and give one
important piece of advice, which he collected together into a book.
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singer cnd woment rights activist

founder of the African Prisons

Annie Lennox has two voices. Her first has
sold more than 80 million albums, won
her four Grammys and eight Brit awards.
Her second voice is the one she has lent to
women's rights and AIDS awareness in Africa

Project

Those dusty plains of sub-Saharan Africa are a long way from the
working-class tenement housing in Aberdeen where Annie was raised.
Her family were poor but musical, and she chose the flute as her
principle instrument. 'It was my passport out of there,' she has said.
It led to Annie, aged 17, finding herself in London for the first time,
beginning a degree at the Royal Academy of Music. In her first lesson,
the teacher said she'd been taught incorrectly and would have to
relearn the flute from scratch. 'I thought to myself, "No, I'm not going
to do it, not after all that hard work," and I basically dropped out.'
Some tough years followed. 'I was lonely and poor. I lived in 2l or 22
different places all over London: hostels, bedsits, that kind ofthing, doing
whatever I could to make ends meet.' Her one constant through it all

was singing. 'I would sing and sing and sing, walking down the street,
in the shower, all the time, just by myself' At the same time, she started
composing her own songs. 'I'd sit in my bedsit with a harmonium and
come up with my own stuff, Id been writing poems since I was 12 and
had a lot to say.'

I

Luck came at Camden Market, where Annie had a stall. It was there she
got to know a guy selling records who said, 'You should meet my mate
Dave'. Within a few years, she and Dave Stewart were dominating the
charts as Eurythmics. Her life story is of a woman following her passions,
wherever they may take her, and her advice fits that story perfectly:

Ct

‐

t

Alexander first visited Africa
as an lS-year-old, when he
volunteered at a hospital in
Uganda. It was when working
there he noticed that prisoners brought in were often
Ieft chained to the bed and not given treatment. He
couldn't help think that if they were reated this badly
in hospital, how much worse would it be in prison? So
he talked his way into one and found out. Such were
the appalling conditions, he found himself compelled
to raise money to buiid a basic health centre and library.
His work reduced the mortaiity rate from 144 to 12 in
one year, and he's not stopped doing such work since.
Alexander points out that most people in these prisons
are there for crimes of poverty: stealing food, not
paying debts, being a vagabond (the Dickensiansounding crime of being homeless). Most have not even
been to trial. The result: prisons are hugely overcrowded
with, more often than not, innocent people. It's a
depressing situation. Alexander's work brings hope
to such places. He, of course, makes no distinction
between whether people are innocent or not. He starts
from the position that they are all human beings and
deserve to be able to live, and inevitably sometimes, die,
with dignity. He is a truly remarkable man, shining light
into some of the darkest places imaginabie. His Iife is a
manifestation of the advice he gives:
2

c

Read the extracts again. With a partnel decide which of
the personal qualities from the list you think each person
has. Give examples from the extracts to justify your choices.

e

altruism charisma creativity determination energy

1 ...would have to relearn the flute from scratch.
2 ...1 basically dropped out.
3 ...doing whatever I could to make ends meet.
4 So he talked his way into one and found out.
5 ...prisons are hugely overcrowded with, more

enthusiasm peopleskills

d

Now read six more pieces of advice from Richard Reed's
book, given by people in the public eye. Match them to
summaries A-F.
A (Do more than you thought was ever possible.!

B sDon't see yourself through other people's eyes.!
C 6Don't be afraid of failure.,
D 6Don't diversify.r
E (Don't become self-important.l
F 6Don't think that talent alone is enough to guarantee

Language in context Look at the highlighted
phrasal verbs and idioms from the book
extracts. With a partner, say what you think
they mean.

often than not, innocent people.

5

7
8

Those living on the margins of society...
...don't ever believe your own hype,...
...you might screw up,...

Re-read all eight pieces of advice in this lesson.
Which one says most to you personally?

success.!

VOCABULARY vague language
octress
ever lucky enough to be successful in
what you choose to do, don't ever believe your own

I

Ifyoure

hype, and remember it could all stop tomorrow.
Do whatever you do to the best of your ability.
Take the job seriousiy, but not yourself
And most of all, be nice to work with.

Ia

l
(

´

2 'l'd sit in my bedsit

internet entrepreneur
bold. If youie bold you might screw up,
but you can also achieve much more, so be bold.
You've only got your own reputation
to lose and that's not important.

,,
fennis champion
Aiways believe that when you apply yoursell
you can achieve anything. Make sure you give
100% and work as hard as you can in everything
you do, not just in what you enjoy, but also in life.
And dont forget, natural ability will only get you
so far. There is no substitute for practice.

with a harmonium and come

uo with

'',

Be

Ouickly scan the extract about Annie Lennox
and complete the phrases. Why do you think
she chooses to use vague language?
1 'l lived in 21 or 22 drfferent places all over
London: hostels, bedsits, that

b @ p.l40 Vocabulary Bank Vague language
c O Communication Don't be vaguel A p.86
B p.90 Use vague language to try to avoid
giving your partner precise answers.

:

e SPEAK:NG
a

Think of sonneone(dead Or aliVe)frOm the
WOrld of entertainrnent′ sPOrt′ business′ etc.′
whO you find inspirational′ orthink is a good

role rnodel.Make deta‖ ed notes aboutthe
fo‖ owing:

ド
‐
精、

Jomuthon lve,

o what you know abouttheir back9round
, whatthey have achieved

Apple designer

Just do one thing. And aim to become best

in the world

o their personal qualities

at it.

・ any difficulties they have overcome
t what rnakes thern inspirational/a good role

model

musicion

Do not let others define you and your life.
Do not be defined by other people's
expectations ofyou.
鶴

Marina Abral■ oviι ,crtist
ゃd弔 100%is Юtenough.Give 100%and then
go over this border into what is more than you
can do. You have to take the unknown journey
to where nobody has ever been, because that is
how civilization moves forwards.

b ln smallgrouPS′ describe your person.
ExPlain what aspects of theirlives and
careers you adrniref and what you think
rnakes thern stand out.

c

Togetheら discuss allthe people you talked
abOutin b.Can yOu agree on the best role

model?
7

PRONUNCiバT10N contractions

GRAMMAR modalverbs(1):
wilt wOula should
a

@ t.O Listen to the sentence below said in three different
ways. Which words are contracted each time?

Look at the groups of sentences with

al verbs will, would, and should
ne sentence in each group which
is giving advice.

mo

1

lf you underline the main points while
you read, you'll find it much easier to

2

They won't come to the meeting unless we
make them a better offer.

3

My brother will keep using my laptop, even
though l've asked him not to!
Do you want me to lay the table? lt'll be
the blue tablecloth, I assume?

remember them.

4

I

b

@ t.Z Now listen to six more sentences said with
contractions. Write them using the full form.

c

Practise saying the sentences from b, contracting the modal
or auxiliary verb.

d

Talk to a partner about some of the topics below. Use

contractions when you introduce each topic.

.
'
.
.
.
.

woulcl
1

When she was a student, she would sit in
her room composing songs.

2

My ideal holiday would be on an island
somewhere in the Caribbean.

3

lf I were you, l'd find out how much it costs
before ordering it.

4

James would say that, wouldn't he? So

would have liked to come, but it was impossible.

some advice you should have listened to
something you would have liked to have done last weekend
something you should have known was going to happen
someone you would have liked to have met
something you shouldn't have said to someone but did
something you wouldn't have bought if you had known what it
was really like

LISTENING
公 、̲

日

annoying.

should
1

lt should be compulsory for cyclists to take
some sort of test be{ore riding their bikes
in big cities.

2

There's no way you should respond to that
tweet.

3

You shouldn't have spoken to him like that
- that's why he's so annoyed.

4

lf you should decide to cancel the policy,
you must let us know at least a month in
advance.

b

With a partner, discuss what you think is
the function of the highlighted phrases
in the other sentences.

c

@ p.116 Grammar Bank 1A

⌒

'lt's easy. The first step

a

is

to entirely change who you are.'

唖:D

How good do you think you are at giving advice?[)o you
Often aSk for advice?Why(nOt)?

b 01.8 Ylou are going to listen to a podcast about advice.
First listen to some extracts.Use the context to helo vou to
(!二 pthe correct meaning of words or phrases lィ

.

l wary=cautious/conidlent
2 1ooking outforyou=worry′ ng aboutyoυ

/し ν
anlng

the best l)ryou

3 don′ t wantit on their conscience=don′ t want to be responsible

t wantto know aboutit
4 flip slde=disadvantage/different aspect of an idea
5 flattering=making you Feel pleased/rnaking you feel depressed
for it/don′

6 1ack=‐ have/(ゴ on′ t have

7 ingratiate yourself with sorneone=do things to make someone
llke you/db things to annoy someone
8

□畷国圏

c

O 1.9 Now listen to the podcast. Complete its
overall message.

g 101.¶ l Now‖ sten to Kathy′ Emma′ and Cec‖ e talking
about sorne good advice they were given,Make notes
about the fo‖ owing for each person:

to motivate others, it is better to...
rather than...
If you need

d

l what the circurnstances were

and whatit was
3 whetherthey foHovved the advice or not and why

2 where the person 90tthe advice frorn′

Listen again and choose a, b, or c.

1 When a friend

2

3

4

gives you advice, she might be
influenced bv
a how she is feeling at that moment
b what would suit her best
c not wanting you to make her mistakes
According to research, people usually advise
they would.
others to
a behave-more prudently than
b take more risks than
c do exactly as
The American study found that the schoolchildren
were keener to do their homework after
a working with their classmates on the topic
b being helped with the topic by their teachers
c coaching more junior children about the topic
Asking people for advice makes them feel

a important
b inferior
c stressed

h

Listen again and add to your notes.[)o you agree with

the advice each person was given?

SPEAKING
a

Think about a time when someone gave you good or
bad advice, and how you would answer questions 1-3
in 59.

b

ln small groups, talk about your experiences of being
given advice. What do you think of the advice other
people were given? What would you have said to them
if they had asked you?

p

Try

-.

He

to

/

She convinced me that

it was the right thing to do.

/

practical advice.

l've remembered that piece of advice all my life.
I got rather conflicting advice.
It wasn't great advice, and I really regret following it.

vou solid

2

...middle-school pupils were much more
enthusiastic about doing their homework after
dadvice on the topic...

3

...than after

r-

use some of these sophisticated expressions

It turned out to be really sound

extracts from the podcast containing verb
collocations with advice. Complete the missing
verbs. Then listen and check.
...be warv of anvone o
gold pieces of advice.

to

talk about advice:

e O 1.10 Language in context Look at some

4

Talking about advice you were given

advice from teachers.

...when you consider how flattering it feels to
q
advice.

be invited to

5
6

...we tend to assume we need to s_
advice in order to obtain more knowledge...

...there are few bigger compliments you can
pay another person than to
preferably sincerely, f

f

their advice.

Do you agree that people are often selfinterested when they give advice? How do you
feel when somebody asks you for advice?

L

i

月■

ヽ

Go online to review the lesson

,

9

=Parents can only give good advice or put thern on the right paths」

‐'

in their own
Annes characterlies
Frant Ceman‐

but the fina!forminc of a person′

丁he parent trap
G

noun phrases

V

phrasal nouns

D"ch diarist▼

P short and lon

READING

\Mhy Dutch youngsters are
the happiest in the world

A UNICEF report listed the characteristics in
countries with the happiest children. With a
partner, look at the list and decide which three
you think would make children happier in your
country. Which one is most important for you?
a non-competitive school culture
having parents who don't work too hard
readinq a lot
a strong sense of community
gender equality
the- freedorn to do what you want at a young age
spending time outdoors
not [reing a fussy eater
being oollte
b The report showed that the top country for
childhood happiness was the Netherlands. Read
the title and first paragraph of an article about
Dutch teenagers. How are British and Dutch
parents different in terms of their attitude to
bringing up children?
C

Now read what five Dutch teenagers say about
their upbringing and education. Write Moya, Zeb,
Seegert, Emma, and Ben next to a statement
in each section. There is one statement in each
section that you don't need.
１

Upbringing
２

We use social media in a responsible way.
We learn to keep things in perspective.
We consider our parents to be our friends.
We discuss the rules with our parents.
We learn to look out for other people
We are allowed to make mistakes

flritistr

teenagers have never been so stressed, depressed,

.Uand

anxious, while teens in the Netherlands score
highest in the world for life satisfaction. What could we
learn from the Dutch? Mark Smith finds out.

When I moved to Amsterdam ten years ago, I was
astonished by the number of unaccompanied minors
tearing about the place, mostly on bikes. Weren't parents
worried that their kids would end up face-down in one of
the many unfenced canals? In fact, the one thing Dutch
parents really fear is the idea of raising a child who's fretful
and dependent. On the contrary, they aspire to raise kids
Who are secure and socially confident.

Moya,lT
Having

lot of friends in England and Ireland, I do notice
a much freer environment. Everyone
is treated very equally; there isn't such an emphasis on social
status. Dutch parents are relaxed, so my friends and I would
play out on the street in the centre of Amsterdam at four
years old. Everybody kaows everybody else on our block,
20 so we were safe, and there was a feeling that everyone was
keeping an eye out for one another. There's not such a sense
of minding your own business as elsewhere. A lot of schools
are Montessori ones and it's averylaid-back system in which
you are given opportunities to make discoveries at your own
2s pace.It was collaborative rather than competitive. I eqjoyed
that. I cannot handle structure - I'm a chaotic person and if
people start telling me to do stuff I get very stressed.
a

rs that the Netherlands is

Zebr lT

３

say we in the Netherlands prize freedom over money on
the whole. I think having the freedom to do what you want
plays a big part in how happy you are. At school, we're free
to study pretty much anything that we find interesting recent events in US politics made me want to know more
about the history of America, so that's what I'm focusing
Education
3s on at the moment. But, of course, if you don't learn to do
something constructive with your freedom, life isn't going
7
school vou qo to is chosen randomlv
to be very fulfilling. Sure, you can spend your whole time
by the state.
taking pictures of yourself for social media, but my friends
8
At my school you could work at your own
and I just attended the massive climate march in the Hague
speed, and children worked together.
+o and that was entirely driven by social media. Gathering
9 -The
Our schools encourage us to take part in
thousands ofpeople in support ofa huge world problem
demonstrations.
warrants a day away from school.
10
Girls and boys are always educated together.
Seegert, 14
11
Different styles of education are all
There's nothing I've ever really wanted to do that I haven't
equally valuable.
+s been allowed to. It's kind of like a negotiation where
12
are allowed to focus on what
everyone's point of view is considered. For example, my
parents and I made a dealthat if I don't take risks and
interests you.
Glossary
behave sensibly until I'm 18, they'll pay for my driving
licence. There is a lottery system in the Netherlands that
Montessori a method of education based on
self-directed activity and collaborative play
so decides which school you go to - you're given a number
-You
stream a group of school students ofthe
４
５
６

口￨■

same age and level of ability

L

handd嘔目目

I'd

ao

Abridged from The Times

]』

‖

.'
a

GRAMMAR noun phrases
Look at six extracts from the article in 1. In
pairs, try to complete the missing words
in each highlighted noun phrase from

memory.
...teens in the Netherlands score highest
in the world for
satisfaction.

2 Ithink

the freedom to do

what you want plays abig part in how
happy you are.
thousands ofpeople in
support of a huge wodd problem warrants
a day away from school.

and it corresponds to a school. Some friends ended up going to a
place that's 12 miles away, but I think it's a good system because your
parents can't interfere in which school you go to.

Emma,

ss

60

4

you're having problems making friends

6s that can help build your

-

5
6

b

there are after-school classes

2

c

a

@ p.117 Grammar Bank 18

O 1.12 Listen to a woman talking about
1
2

1-8. Then, with a partner, explain in your own words what
the people mean and give examples where appropriate.

b
as

elsewhere. (/.21)

e

6
7

.

What features of Dutch upbringing and education are
similar in your country? Are there any that you admire, and
think would improve life for young people?

to a partner.

o How strict was your own upbringing in the
.

8

ln what areas were her parents strict or
liberal?
What difference was there between her
parents? What specific examples does she
give?

Talk

3 it's a very laid-back system (/.23)
4 prize freedom over money (/.29)
5 life isn't going to be very fulfilling (/.36)
There's no stigma attached to that (/.67)
We have a mentoring programme at school (/.62)
learning to take a balanced view (i.70)

a

her upbringing. Answer the questions.

Read what the teenagers say again and focus on phrases

1 there isn't such an emphasis on social status (/.16)
2 There's not such a sense of minding your own business

What is the most common way of making
verb act as a noun?
ln a compound noun, which noun
describes the other?

SPEAKING

one half of the human race from another.

d

...that means
to take a
balanced view, which is something I think

Check your answers in the article. Then
answer the questions.

1

Ben,22
In Dutch, there is no phrase that means 'good boy' or'good girl'that's how you'd speak to a dog, not a child. I never felt pressure from
my parents to be perfect. They were supportive and the education was

...there are after-school classes thatcan
-confidence.

helpbuildyour

Dutch people are pretty good at.

self-confldence.

70 tough sometimes, but that means learning to take a balanced view,
which is something I think Dutch people are pretty good at. If ever I
was stressed with school work, friends would encourage me to chill
out or have fun. It wasn't remotely competitive. When I went to visit
my cousins in Australia recently, they were attending girls' schools
7s and boys' schools, and I find that unimaginable. I mainly had female
friends at high school and I don't understand why you would separate

system, if you're
not very academic you can move into a

different stream.

16

The Dutch approach is to trust kids with their own decision-making
because the worst that can happen is they'll learn from their mistakes.
The first time my friends and I had aparty at the house, we rolled
up the carpet and put away the valuables. Because we demonstrated
that we were responsible that first time, it's been fine ever since. In
our school system, if you're not very academic you can move into a
different stream. There's no stigma attached to that - different people's
brains work differently. We have a mentoring programme at school
and you're encouraged to be totally honest about your life. Let's say

In our

following areas: studying and homework;
free time; general behaviour?
lf you have siblings of the opposite sex,
were there any differences in the way they
were brought up?
How would you compare your own

upbringing to that of your parents? What
factors do you think have influenced the
changes? To what extent do you think your
parents' upbringing influenced the way

they brought you up?

LiSTENING

e O 1 .15 Now

listen to the rest of the interview. Mark the
statements T (true) or F (false).
According to Doepke and Zilibotti,...

︶ ︑

←Ｃ

1

2

,

choices by themselves.

あ

3

4
5
6

7

a

b

Look at the cartoons
of three types of
parent. ln pairs,
decide how you
think each type
would bring up
their children.

8

Tiger Parents

@ 1.13 Listen to the introduction to a radio
programme in which a parenting expert is
interviewed about a book called Love, Money
and Parenting. Check your answers to a. Then
choose the correct option to complete the
summary of what the book is about.

Listen again. What does the parenting expert say to
support the statements that are true, or negate the ones
that are false?

g

Do you agree that it's difficult for many parents to 'get the
balance right'? Why? Which of the three types of parent
were your parents? Which might you be, do you think?

5 V(0)CABULARY phrasal nouns
a

ch‖ dren.

2 Mothers are always more engaged than fathersin thelr
children′

say that the children of helicopter parents are

d

According to the book, what is the main benefit
of helicopter parenting?
What aspect of how helicopter parents behave
makes the biggest difference?

Listen again and complete the sentences.

1
2

3

4
5

Helicopter parents are a combination of
and
This is very different from authoritarian parents
- the so-called tiger parents - who put a big
emphasis on
Children of free-range parents get

to

b

HOvvfar do yOu agree with the staternentsin a?(3ive
reasons.

c ()
d

p.141 Vocabulary Bank Phrasal nouns

Talk

to a partner about the following:

. somebody you know who had a very strict upbringing
a time when you got caught in a ' ,'
. something you don't like because it has a nasty aftertaste
. someone you know with a very pessimistic or very optimistic
.

outlook"on

life

a decision you made which had a really bad

outcome

something you bought or paid for that turned out to be

results.

Reading with children, telling them stories, and,
all
when they are older,
-,
push up test scores significantly.
Encouraging a child to play the vlolin or piano...

trains them

■四

-

the

s̲bringing.

3 Being too strict with a child inevitably has a

negative̲colme.

@ 1.14 Now listen to the first part of the
interview and answer the questions.

2

read 50me StaternentS abOut parenting and

decide whatthey mean.
l Parents with higher̲comes w‖ l always have happier

better risk-takers.

1

ln pairS′

cornPlete the nouns in bo:d with in′ out,or up.丁 hen

better in life.

c

the children of helicopter parents work hard and are able to
deal with life's challenges.
helicopter parenting has always been the best way to bring
up Britlsh children.
the authors themselves don't have a defined parenting style.
the right parenting style depends on the society where you live.
in some countries, for the children of many tiger parents,
academic success comes at a cost.
children of free-range parents sometimes suffer from a lack
of parental attention.

f

The authors of the book, Matthias Doepke and
Fabrizio Zilibotti,...
1 show that being a helicopter parent can have
negative consequences.
2 argue that the children of helicopter parents do

3

the research evidence suggests that free-range parenting
produces more creative children.
good helicopter parenting pushes children to make the right

on a task.

a

. a famous person who has recently made a comeback
. a write-up of a concert, hotel, etc. that you have posted online
. a shop or restaurant in your town that has recently had a
maKeover
a couple you know who had an

unfortunate

',

圏圏目
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6 PRONUNCiバ T10N short and long vowels 8● THE CONVERSAT10N
´一

Fine-tuning your pronunciation: short and long

﹃
¨

p

vowels
The pronunciation of short and long vowels is,

鷹
̀日

according to global English pronunciation expert
Jennifer Jenkins, one of the main things that interferes
with mutual intelligibility, especially between nonnative speakers of English. lt is especially important to
produce the following sounds accurately if you want
people to understand you easily:

Devika

Watch the conversation. Complete 1-3 with the
name of the speaker.

Short vowels:

褥亀 轡影 重 李

completely agrees with the question.
2
partly agrees, but thinks that changing
environments also play a part.
3
partly agrees, but thinks that people tend
to have the same values as their parents.

Long vowels:

Q』 朴後 ≦
a

b

and@the word you hear in each
group. Practise saying the words, making a clear
differentiation between each sound.
lateens btins
@ 1.18 Listen

O 1.19 Listen and write some words from this
lesson with short or long vowel sounds. ln each
group, the sound is spelled in different ways.

children

3/u/

with screen time with his

older children

3

does Syinat plan to have an equal relationship with

4

her children
is Devika surprised that one of her cousins is bringing
their children up in a very liberal way

c

Based on your experience, or that of family and
friends, do you think people's parenting styles are
influenced by the way their own parents brought
them up?

d

Watch some extracts and complete them with the

1/1/
2/i:/

-

Watch again. Answer the questions with a partner.
whv...?
t has Tim tried to be physically close to his own

2 didn't he have a problem

2afool bfull
3adebt bdirt
4amatch bmarch cmuch
5acaught bcot
ccut
b

Sy inat.

Tim

modifiers used.

／
た

５

4 /u:/

1 …」think

you are

６

／
１
ハ

７

耐
ぬ

always going to be influenced by the way you were
brought up yourself.

／
ム

８

／︲
た

９

ロ
ん

０

2

...it's always

3

tussle, a fight with them, to get them off screens.
...there were screens, but they weren't

of a

interesting...
C

Compare yourspe‖ ings with a partner′

4…

andCrcD

the letters which rnake the sound.Are there any
other possible spe‖ ings forthe sounds?ヽ Vhy do
,sound、″asn′ tincluded in b?
you think theた ぜ

d

￨

plan on doing that with my children

Conlmunication Short and long vow.els A p.86

5

...even if that is
positive thing.

6

...people of my generation were brought up in
strict households.
...one of my cousins is bringing up their children

7

Bp.90 [)ictate sentences′ fOcusing On rnaking the

e
:'WRITING
鰊 p.94 Writing A discursive essay Analyse an essay
about the pros and cons of free― range parenting′

in

way′

VOWe1 50undS ShOrt Or10ng.

vvrite a discursive essay.

as

well.

and

Now have a conversation in groups of three.
Discuss the questions.

1

Do you think children are less independent now than

they used to be?

2

Do you think parents nowadays bring up sons and
daughters in the same way?
Go online to watch the video and review the lesson

13
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USE OF ENGLiSH

b

Read the text below and think of the word which
best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap.

Complete the second sentence so that it has a
similar meaning to the first sentence, using the
word given. Do not change the word given. You
must use between three and six words, including
the word given.

1

2
3

4

5

I

ll

wish I hadn't dropped out of school.

l

would appear that every parent and teenager

shouldn't

goes through a period when the parent still treats

I shouldn't have dropped out of school.

the teenager like a child, but the teenager thinks

Productivity has gone up dramatically.
increase
There
in productivity
Do you want to go to university or get a job?

they

2

be treated as an adult.

This can be problematic, since if there's one
3

that teenagers hate, it's not

rather

4

allowed to do what they want

to university or get a job?
Passenger numbers have dropped significantly since

So, what can you do? Teenagers

2019.

usually respond wellto being involved in

downturn

decision-making. This will help to build their

There
rn Passenger
numbers since 2019.
We're worried that many jobs will be lost in the town
losses

6

agers children or adults?

5

-confidence, and make them feel

that their opinion matters. And it will mean fewer

Tmelt

,

which will make

We're worried that
in the town.
I can't believe they didn't phone us yesterday

your household a more peaceful place. And

should

cooperation than unhappiness and conflict?

you rather have peace and

8

us yesterday
There were around 200 people at the conference
so
There
people at the

They

7

conference.
■コ ｑ

8

The

don't want to get the train
sooner
|

ls raln

-

I

want to drive.
get the train

10 I can't turn the printer on
won't
11

2

The
He's always phoning me at work

-

it drives me madl

keep
it drives me mad!
l'm not surprised he was tired when he got here I imagine he was driving all night.
He

12

at work

-

would
l'm not surprised he was tired when he got here all night.

he

機
鷹鐵

to read four descriptions by journalists
of teachers who inspired them. For questions 1-4,
choose from the people A-D.
Which journalist...?
1 expresses a similar opinion to D implying that the
best lessons are the ones that challenge you most

You are going

outlook

9

READiNG

lt looks as if it's golng to rain next week

3
4

shares B's view that their teacher was influential in

changing the direction of their studies
together with C believes their teacher introduced
them to a completely new idea
tells us least about what their teacher was like

My宣買Бt量鳳spttring
漑 鰊欝擬蟄識 翻
勁 ]闘 [adley仄 聾‐
嚢書

I met Charlie Ritchie when my mother and I
travelled up to Cambridge together in 1998,
looking for a boarding school for me. He was
enthusiastic, laidback, inspiring, friendly, and, as
a bonus, he had a Scottish accent that I thought
exotic and my mother found impenetrable.
I was an obsessive student, channelling my

anxieties into my studies. But whereas some
teachers would encourage that, Charlie wasn't
having any of it. He encouraged me to think of my
studies as fun, a heretofore unconsidered concept.
But more than that, he urged me to do more than
just study. He would casually let me know when a
movie or play he thought I'd like was on in town,
and he suggested I start writing for myself, not
just to do well in myA levels. In short, he told me
to stop taking everything so seriously while also
telling me to have more confidence in myself. 20
years on, I still remember his lessons. Only the best
kind of teacher can get you to do that.

魏 鳳聯la θ撫olosie
Most of us will remember one teacher in particular.
We carryvivid images of their gait and can recall
the way in which they held a room. At their
very best, they can be the most captivating of
professionals. For me, itwas Mrs Jones, my English
literature teacher, who had a huge impact on my
school life.
I was all set for studying sociology, but Mrs Jones'

lessons made me reconsider. There was her
glamour and sense of style. With the red lipstick
and chunky jewellery, she stood out, and made
learning English cool. Mrs Jones inspired me
because she resisted treating us like children.

⊆ｏ一
０﹂ｏ５０ ｏエト Ｅ Ｏ こ ヽ ｏＣヽ ｔＯく

At times it felt a little bruising, but then the
knowledge that she expected the absolute best
from you made you believe you were, in some way
capable of it. Bythe time I began my undergraduate
degree it felt like an anti-climax, we seemed to
be covering old ground. She collapsed the sense
ofdistance that shrouds literary giants, such as
Shakespeare and Keats, and made them seem as

much ours as anyone else's.

鮨蜃Decca

teatther

Aゾ 撫総鶴he機 銀

Andy Pickering taughtimte a skilll would use every
single day ofコ ny life― how to approach an essay
not as an opportunity to den■ onstrate how rnany
faCtS I'd nlanaged tO Fnen■ OriSe,but aS an eXerCiSe in

presenting competing argulnentS.:He also taughtコ

ne

to identify salient hcts,and deploythem to maximum
e eCt tOjuSti″ an argument・ It WaS a tOtal reVelatiOn・

At university l discovered thatthis lへras a secret very

few had been taught,When llanded an internship at
lny irst newsPapeち the editOr aSked lne tO Create a

new dallyた ature― The Big Debtte― presenting two
contradictory argurnents aboutissues ofthe day,such
as euthanasia or foxhunting and so on.̀But this is

easyF I rememberthinking.̀It'sjustWhatAndytaugh
lne!'It was On the strengtl■

ofThe Big IDebate's success

thatコ nycareer injournalisnl began.

I have been ajOurnalist for rnore than 20 years■ ow,
and can still detectA、 ndy's teaching in every single

column,feature,and intervielハ /1 have ever written.

ffi Paula0ocozza
He would enter the room swinging a briefcase, which
he often slammed on the desk with a moody thud. The
class bristled with expectation and dread. You never
knew what you were going to get with Mr Hartley. He
demanded concentration. Once, he stood on his desk
and watched us file in, remaining statuesque long
after we took our seats. Another time, he sang Elvis.

In his classes we hovered on the edge ofadulthood.
One lesson was spent investigating how we knew
we existed. The question seemed to us idiotic. But
Mr Hartley rebuffed all our proofs and, when the bell
rang, we trudged out wearily, as if we had fought for
our lives. That was our introduction to Descartes.

Most of all, he gave me a love of books. I carried his
reading list for years from the age of 12. I would
stop at the library on my way home. I was spending
more time alone with a book, but I felt so much less
alone. My familyhad always veered towards work
rather than education, and as my GCSEs approached
I began to consider which apprenticeship to apply for.
But books had taken hold and I enrolled instead for
Alevels at the local sixth form. Mr Hartley unlocked
worlds for me. I sidestepped the future.

ffi

Ao online to review File

1

and check your progress
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